This boundary expansion and additional documentation will add two small outbuildings to the Hanckel-Barclay House (NR 1999) property. These resources were originally associated with the house and are located on a parcel that was originally part of the seventy-three acres James Stuart Hanckel purchased in from 1856-1860. These outbuildings were inadvertently left out of the original nomination, but are being added because they contribute to the Hanckel-Barclay House’s significance in the areas of architecture and social history. The period of significance for this boundary increase and additional documentation submission is ca. 1910-ca.1920.

INVENTORY

7. Narrative Description

The two resources to be added to the Hanckel-Barclay complex are located due east of the Hanckel-Barclay House along the east side of the shoulder of the gravel drive that extends in a north-south direction through the twenty-two acre property that was listed in the National Register in December 1999. Except for a tree on the west side of the corn crib, the buildings stand in a clearing on the south side of a pasture.

1. Horse Barn. Contributing, ca. 1910-1920

Board and batten gambrel-roofed barn front double doors facing east. Small square openings punctuate the north and south (side) elevations. Interior is divided into horse stalls with a loft above.

2. Corn Crib. Contributing, ca. 1910-1920

Small, rectangular wooden structure with metal, south/north facing gable roof and open slatted exterior. Set on fieldstone piers. Window on north elevation.

8. Statement of Significance

The horse barn and corn crib are significant resources associated with the Hanckel-Barclay House. The Barclay family had the outbuildings constructed in ca. 1910 to 1920 as part of their Transylvania County estate. Other outbuildings on the estate were listed as part of the Hanckel-Barclay House complex and include a root cellar, garage, and two sheds.

10. Geographical Data

Acreage of property: less than one acre